


INTRODUCTION

ANALOGY company is general trading company with special focus
on Marketing materials and activities. We do support you with all
the executional part of your marketing activities with our
dedicated team who are working hand in hand to delivery an
outstanding deliveries.

Our broad service scope covers all the required marketing tools
and activities… our equation starts with creation till delivery, so
we do support our clients with a unique service through out their
marketing campaign and activities execution plan.

Our creative unique ideation and execution is our passion,
delivery beyond our client's expectation is our goal. Our full fledge
service is usually satisfy our clients with a point of contact for all
what they need which increase the understanding of each client
needs, easiness of prosses and the excepted quality of the
outcome.

Working with a multi-national companies and brands with our
dedicated professional team facilitate for us the well
understanding of the nature of process and regulations required
and gave us the opportunity to put all our efforts to achieve our
company values on a solid ground where we gain our trust from
our clients.

We are ANALOGY… our core value is our name, our core asset is
our team, our passion is our client’s satisfaction.



INTRODUCTION

OUR MISSION:
To establish a long-bounded relationship with our valuable clients
and maintain our high-quality end products to support our clients
re-shaping their brand existence and accelerate their growth
across the region.

OUR VISION:
Creating a unique approaches to re-shape the nature of regular
marketing activities and tools to a next level through innovative
and creative approaches to server our passion.

OUR BRAND:
ANALOGY is our valuable brand, our corporate goal is to have a
unique brand identity across MENA region which is crafted with
care, quality and dedication.
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WE DO CARE
We do care about our clients to provide them with a unique
experience dealing with ANALOGY through out our dedicated
account manager who will be able to deliver all our clients need
with the support of our backend team.

A single point of contact who understand your way, your needs,
your regulations and your expectations. Easiness of process and
peace of mind for our clients through a unique processing model
by having our account manager working hand in hand with our
client as a team member and our account manager who is
supported with a full team of professionals in the backend base as
your extended marketing team to deliver an outstanding
experience in each job.

Your account manager will be able to learn about you, your
organization, your regulation and a lot of other values which will
make them be able to provide you with the personalized service
as per your needs.

We all needs a break! but don’t worry; each of our account
managers has a ‘buddy’ who will be looking after your jobs while
his buddy is in break. You’ll still get the same personalized service
which you used to have as both buddies are sharing the same
knowledge and capabilities.



OUR SERVICES

ANALOGY is providing a full fledge services when it comes to
marketing and advertising activities. A on chain of your needs and
requirements.

Branding and Creation:
We are providing an outstanding designing quality in both 2D
Creation and 3D Modeling.

Events Management:
Our event management is solution is crafted with care to give you
the peace of mind in processing and the unique experience for
your audience.

Brand Gift Reminders:
We do provide a unique ready-made brand reminders and
gimmicks and also providing a high-quality customized gifts.

Paper Based Materials:
We do provide all kind of paper based materials printing with
different finish options.

Wooden Production Items:
ANALOGY is providing a high-quality production for all wooden
materials such as Exhibitions Stands, Customized Booths and
Event production items.

Point of Sale Materials:
We do provide all point of sale materials with different materials
such as Acrylic, Wooden, Corrugated, Foamboard and Hard
Cupboard)
Floor stands, Countertops, gondolas, shelf talkers and other
materials which position your visibility in a different part.
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Brochures and Desk Mockups
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Exhibitions Customized Booths
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Analogy General Trading LLC
www.analogytrade.com


